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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
ALEXANDER. T. BROWN, oF SYRACUSE, NEw YORK. 

1,030,500. specification of Letters Patent. 

YPE-WRITING MACHINE. 

Patented June 25, 1912. 
Application filed November 25, 1905. Serial No. 289,098. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ALEXANDERT. BROWN, 

citizen of the United States, and resident of 
Syracuse, in the county of Onondaga and 
State of New York, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Type 

Machines, of which the following is 
a specification. 
My invention relates to typewriting ma 

chines and more especially to the ribbon 
mechanism of such machines. 

I provide a typewriting machine with a 
plurality of ink ribbons which may be of 
different colors or charged with different 
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kinds of ink; and I provide means for feed 
ing either of said ribbons and for automati 
cally reversing the feed; and in case such 
mechanism is used on a front-strike ma 
chine, I provide separate vibrators for the 
different ribbons and means for actuating 
only the vibrator of the ribbon in use. 
My invention consists in the various fea 

tures of construction and combinations and 
arrangements of parts, all as will be herein 
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the ribbon vibrators and the means for con 
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tail view of a ribbon spool and guide as 

of the same mechanism, the parts bein 

after more fully described and particularly 
pointed out in the claims, 
One embodiment of my invention is illus trated in the accompanying drawings, in 

which, 
Figure 1 is a front to rear vertical sec 

tional view of a front-strike typewriting 
is a detail view in froht 

elevation of a ribbon guide; Fig. 3 is a de 
seen from the top; Fig. 4 is a view of the 
machine in transverse vertical section; Fig. 
5 is a detail view of the ribbon feeding 
nechanisin; Fig. 6 is a detail view showing 
trolling the same; Fig. 7 is a detail view of 
one of said vibrators; Fig. 8 is a detail view 
in vertical section illustrating the automatic 
reversing mechanism; Fig. 9 is a view simi 
lar to Fig. 5; IFig. 10 is a detail view of a 
portion of the automatic reversing mech 
anism as seen from above; and Figs. 11, 12 
and 13 are detail plan views of another part 

shown in different positions in the different 
views. 

I have shown my invention applied to a 
front-strike typewriter, the main frame of 
which comprises a base portion 1 from 
which rise posts. 2, which support a top 
plate 3 on which is mounted a stationary 
rail 4 in the front and rear edges of which 

are formed raceways which coöperate with 
raceways in the carriage 5, on which is 
mounted the platen 6. The keys 7 have 
stems which are pivoted to arms S on rock 
shafts 9, which are journaled at their for 
Ward ends in frame plates 10 and at their 
rear ends in the base portion 1 of the main 
frame. 
position by springs 11, this part of the 
mechanism being similar to that ordinarily 
used in the Smith Premier typewriter. 
Each of the rockshafts 9 carries an arm 12, 
the free end of which is connected by a link 18 with the forwardly extending arm of a 
bell crank sub-lever 14, which is pivoted at 
15 in a hanger 16, which is secured by a 
Screw 17 to a stationary vertical segment 
18. The series of sub-levers 14 are all 
mounted to oscillate in vertical planes and 
are segmentally arranged. Each of said 

Said rock shafts are held in normal 
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sub-levers has an upwardly extending arm 
which is connected by a link 19 with one of . 
the type bars 20. These type bars are 
formed at their pivotal ends with eyes hav 
ing internal ball races formed therein which 
coöperate with corresponding ball races in 
a segment 21, which is mounted for an up 
and down case shift motion. Each of the 
sub-levers 14 has a rearwardly extending 
arm 22 to which is connected one end of a 
spring 23, the other end of which is con 
nected to a hook formed on a washer 24 
which lies beneath the head of the screw 17 
by which the hanger 16 is secured to the 
segment 18. The rearwardly extending 
arms 22 lie beneath a universal bar 25 hav 
ing the form of a stepped segment and 
mounted for up and down parallel motion. 
The universal bar 25 is supported near its 
ends by arms 26 rigidly mounted on a rock 
shaft 27 which is journaled in the main 
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frame. Each of the arms 26 is pivoted at 
its free end to a bracket 28 secured to the 
universal bar. A bracket 29, depending 00 
from said universal bar near the middle 
thereof, is pivoted to one end of a link 30, 
the other end of which is pivoted to a bracket 
31 which is secured to the fixed segment 18. 
The arms 26 and the link 30 are substan 
tially parallel and said arms and link guide 
the universal bar in a parallel up and down 
motion. . - - 

A bracket 32 (Fig. 4) fixed to the univer 
sal bar carries a fixed dog 33 (Fig. 1) and 
a loose dog 34 which coöperate with an es 
capement wheel 35, which is fixed on the 
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forward end of a shaft 36, which is jour 
naled in frame plates 37 and 38 which rise 
from the back shelf 39 of the main frame. 
The shaft 36 has mounted thereon a pinion 
37 which meshes with a gear wheel 38 
which is fixed on a shaft, which is journaled 
in the frame plates 37 and 38. This shaft 
has fixed thereon a pinion 39 which meshes 
with a gear wheel 40, which is fixed to a 
spring drum 41, which is journaled on a 
shaft 42 (Fig. 4), which is journaled in the 
frame plates 37 and 38. The gear wheel 40 
extends upward through slots in the top 
plate 3 and the stationary rail 4 and meshes 
with a rack bar 43 which is fixed to the . 
underside of the carriage 4. The construc 
tion is such that the carriage is driven by 
the spring drum 41 and its motion is con 
trolled by the escapement wheel 35. A 
beveled gear 44 (Fig. 4) is rigidly connected 
with the gear 40 and meshes with a beveled 
gear 45 which is fixed on a shaft 46, which 
is journaled at its inner end in the frame 
plate.37 and at its outer end in a bracket of 
the main frane. The shaft 46 carries near 
its outer end...a pinion 47 which meshes with 
a segmental rack 48, which is mounted on 
the inner end of a short rock shaft, on the 
outer end of which is fixed the hub 49 of a 
lever 50 having a handle 51 formed thereon, 
The construction is such that if the handle 
51 be depressed the segmental rack 48 will 
turn the shaft 46 in a direction opposite of 
that shown by the arrow in Fig. 4, and the 
gear wheel 40 will be turned and the carriage 
returned toward initial position. The mech 
anism thus far described is not claimed here 
in but is claimed in other applications of 
mine co-pending herewith. 

In the present instance, I have shown two 
ink ribbons 52 and 53 which, for example, 
may be a black ribbon and a red ribbon re 
spectively. These ribbons are wound on sep 
arate spools which are located above the top 
plate 3 on either side of the printing point, 
paid spools being mounted to rotate about 
vertical axes. The spools 54 for the black 
ribbon lie just above the top plate and the 
spools 55 for the red ribbon are disposed 
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above said spools 54. The spools 54 and 55 
on the left-hand side of the machine consti 
tute two spool sections loosely mounted on 
the upper end of a single vertical shaft 56. 
which is journaled in the top plate 3 and 
which is journaled at its lower end in a 
bracket 57 projecting from one of the posts 
2. The spools on the right-hand side of the 
machine are similarly mounted on a similar 
shaft 58 which is journaled near its upper 
end in the top plate 3 and near its lower end 
in a bracket 59 projecting from the main 
frame. The spools are driven by the shafts 
56 and 58, in a manner which will presently 
be described. Rigidly mounted on the lower 
ends of the shafts 56 and 58 are beveled 
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gears 60 which mesh with beveled pinions 61 
and 62, which are rigidly mounted on a 
transverse horizontal shaft 63, which is jour 
naled at one end in a downwardly extending 
portion of the bracket 57 and at the other 
end in a bracket 64 rising from the base por 
tion 1 of the main frame. A pinion 65 loose 
on the shaft 63 meshes with a segmental 
rack 66 which is integral with the segmental 
rack 48. The construction is such that when 
the carriage moves in either direction the 
beveled gear 44, meshing with the beveled 
gear 45, turns the shaft 46, which moves the 
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segments 48 and 66, and turns the pinion 65. 
As it is not desired to feed the ribbon except 
when the carriage is moved toward the left, 
the pinion 65 has its hub formed with ratchet 
teeth which mesh with corresponding ratchet 
teeth on a collar 67 which is loose on the 
shaft 63 but which is constrained to turn 
with said shaft by a pin and slot connection 
68. The sleeve 67 is pressed into engage 
ment with the hub of the pinion 65 s al 
spring 69 which is compressed between said 
sleeve and the beveled pinion 62. The direc 
tions of motion of the gear wheel 40, the 
shaft 46, the shaft 63 and the shafts '56 and 
58 when the carriage is being fed toward the 
left, are indicated by arrows in Fig. 4. The 
beveled pinions 61 and 62 are mounted on 
opposite sides of the axes of the shafts 56 
and 58, so that said shafts are turned in 
opposite directions. . 
tended to the left-hand side of the machine 
where it has mounted thereon a hand crank 
70 by which the said shaft may be turned. 
The manner in which the spools 54 and 

55 are mounted on the vertical shafts 56 and 
58 will be best understood by reference to 
Figs. 8 and 9. The lower spool 54 has a hub 
71 which is loosely mounted on the shaft 
56 and which rests on the top plate 3, as 
shown in Fig. 8. The upper spool 55 has a 
hub 72, the longitudinal openirgin which is 
larger at the bottom than at the top, as 
shown in Fig. 8. The large part of said 
opening fits loosely over the end of the shaft 
56 and the small part is journaled on a 
headed and shouldered screw 73 which is 
threaded into the end of said shaft, so that 
said hub rests on the end of the shaft and 
is held against upward motion by the head 
of the screw. The hubs 71 and 72 are formed 
with ratciet clutch teeth on their upper and. 
lower aces respectively, and said clutch 
teeth are adapted to coöperate with similar 
clutch teeth formed on the ends of a sleeve 
74. The shaft 56 is formed with a longi 
tudinal slot or groove 75 in which slides a 
bar 76 which is formed at its upper end with 
a lug 77 which projects into an opening in 
the sleeve 74. The construction is such that 
the sleeve 74 is constrained to turn with the 
shaft 56 but said sleeve may be moved up 
and down on said shaft by said bar. At 
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its lower end the bar 76 is formed with a 
second lug 78 which projects into an open 
ing in a sleeve or collar 79 which is loose on 
the shaft 56 and which is formed with an 
annular groove into which fits the end of a 
lever arm 80, by which said sleeve is moved 
up and down. The sleeve 74 may occupy 
an upper position in which it is clutched to 
the upperspool 55 to turn said spool with 
the shaft, or a lower position in which it is 
clutched to the lower sleeve 54 to turn that 
spool, or an intermediate position, as shown 
in Fig. 9, in which neither spool is clutched 
to the shaft. In practice one of the sleeves 
74 will occupy its intermediate position and 
the other of said sleeves will occupy one of 
its extreme positions, with the result that 
only one of the four ribbon spools will be 
clutched to a driving shaft at a time. In 
Fig. 4, the left-hand sleeve 74 is shown in 
its lower position and the right-hand sleeve 
74 is shown in its intermediate position, 
so that both of the right-hand spools 55 are 
disconnected from the shaft 58 and the left 
hand spool 54 is connected with the shaft 
56 to feed the black ribbon toward the left. 
Each of the arms 80 is the horizontally dis 
posed arm of a bell crank which has a pivot 
pin 81 which projects into a vertical slot 82 
in a bracket 83, which is secured to the main 
frame. Each of the bell cranks has a de 
pending arm 84 and said depending arms 
are connected together by a rod 85 so that 
said bell cranks are constrained to rock in 
unison. By an inspection of Fig. 4, it will 
be perceived that if the rod 85 be moved 
toward the right until the right-hand sleeve 
74 is depressed into engagement with the 
right-hand sleeve 71, the left-hand sleeve 74 
will be raised to its intermediate inopera 
tive position and the parts will be connected 
up to feed the black ribbon to the right, thus 
reversing the feed of the ribbon. This re 
versing operation is effected automatically. 
Within the hollow central part of each of 
the spools 54 is pivoted a weighted lever 
86, the vertical part of which lies in a verti 
cal slot in the drum portion of the spool. 
When the ribbon is wound on the spool, said 
ribbon holds the lever 86 in the position 
shown in Fig. 4; but when the ribbon is 
unwound from this part of the drum, said 
lever falls by gravity to the position shown 
in Fig. 8. When the lever drops to this 
latter position, a portion 87 thereof moves 
into the path of an arm 88 which is rigidly 
mounted on the upper end of a rock shaft 
89 and extends across the top of the spool 
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54. The rock shaft 89 is journaled in the 
top plate 3 and also near its lower end in 
the bracket 57; and at its lower end said 
rock shaft has rigidly secured thereto a hori 
zontal arm 90 (Figs. 8, 11, 12 and 13). The 
shaft 56 has a ratchet wheel 91 secured there 
to just above the beveled gear 60 and the 

arm 84 has a spring arm 92 pivoted thereto 
at 93, and said spring arm is formed at its 
end with a tooth 94 which is adapted to be 
pressed by the arm 90 into engagement with 
the teeth of the ratchet wheel 91. The free 
end of the spring arm 92 is supported by an 
ear 95 projecting from said spring arm and 
resting on the ratchet wheel 91. 
When the ribbon 52 has become so far 

exhausted from one of its spools 54 as to 
uncover the lever 86 of that spool, said le 
ver drops to the position shown in Fig. 8 
with the portion 87 thereof in position to 
engage the arm 88. By the further rota 
tion of the spool, the ever end 87 presses 
the arm 88 in the direction of its arrow in 

J. Fig. 10, thus moving the arm 90 in the di 
rection of its arrow in Fig. 11 and pressing 
the tooth 94 into engagement with the 
ratchet wheel 91, as shown in Fig. 12. Upon 
a further rotation of the shaft 56, the 
ratchet wheel 91 will draw the spring arm 
92 and lever arm 84 to the position shown 
in Fig. 13, thus raising one of the sleeves 
74 to its inoperative position and depress 
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ing the other sleeve 74 to position to oper- . 
ate the other spool 54. The spools 55 have 
a reversing mechanism similar to that 
which has just been described. Each of 
these spools has a weighted lever 96 piv 
oted within it, and when the ribbon is 
wound about the spool said ribbon bolds 
said lever in the position shown in Fig. 4; 

95 

but when the lever is uncovered by the un 
winding of the ribbon, it drops by gravity 
to the position shown in Fig. 8. When the 
lever is in the latter position, a lug 97 on 
the end thereof drops into the path of an 
arm 98 (Figs. 8 and 10) which is fixed on 
the upper end of a rock shaft 99 and lies 
just beneath the spool 55. The rock shaft 
99 is journaled in the top plate 3 and in 
the bracket 57 and has fixed to its lower 
end a horizontal arm 100 (Figs, 8 and 11), 
the free end of which is connected by a link 
101 with a spring arm 102 which is pivoted 
to the lever arm 84 at 93 and which lies 
on the opposite side of the ratchet wheel 
91 from the spring arm 92. The spring 
arm 102 has an ear 103 which rests on the 
ratchet wheel 91 to support the free end of 
said arm, and also a tooth 104 which is 
adapted to be drawn into engagement with 
the ratchet teeth by the link 101. The con 
struction is such that when one of the le 
vers 96 is released, its lug 97 drops into the 
path of the arm 98 and by the continued 
rotation of the spool 55 said lug moves said 
arm in the direction of its arrow in Fig. 
10, thus moving the arm 100 in the direc 
tion of its arrow in Fig. 11 and drawing 
the tooth 104 into engagement with the 
ratchet wheel. The continued rotation of 
the ratchet wheel will push the arm 102 
and lever arim 84 in a direction opposite of 
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that in which the parts would be moved 
by the tooth 94, with the result that the 
bell crank levers S0, 84 will be rocked and 
one of the spools 55 will be clutched to its 
driving shaft and the other of said spools 
will be unclutched from its driving shaft 
and the direction of feed of the red ribbon 
will be reversed. The arms 88 and 98 are 
held in their normal positions by a spring 
105 (Fig. 10), which is connected at its 
ends to said arms and tends to draw them 
toward each other. 

limited by a pin 106 (Figs. 8 and 11) which 
depends from the bracket 57 and stands be 
tween the arms 90 and 100. 
The feed mechanism is disconnected from 

a spool of one ribbon and is connected with 
a spool and the other ribbon by raising or 
lowering the levers S0, S4 bodily. In order 
to permit of this motion the slots S2 through 
which the pivot pins or screws S1 of these 
levers pass, are elongated vertically and the 
spring arms 92 and 102 are pivoted to the 
lever arns S-4, so that the raising, and low 
ering of these lever arms does not interfere 
with the engagement of the spring arms 
with the ratchet wheels 91. If the parts 
occupy the position shown in Fig. 4 in 
which the left-hand lower spool is clutched 
to its driving shaft, and if the levers S-4 be 
then raised intil the pivot pins S1 are at 
the tops of the slots S2, as shown in Fig. 5, 
the left-hand sleeve 74 will be raised out of 
engagement with the clutch member 71 to 
its intermediate or inoperative position, and 
the right-hand sleeve 74 will be raised from 
its intermediate position into engagement 
with the clutch member 2, and the parts 
will be connected up to feed the red ribbon 
toward the right. If the reversing mecha 
nism is brought into operation while the 
parts are in this position, the rod 85 will be 
Inoved toward the right, depressing the 
right-hand sleeve 74 to inoperative position 
and raising the left-hand sleeve 74 into en 
gagement with the left-hand clutch member 
72, and the parts will then be in position to 
feed the red ribbon toward the left. In or 
der to simultaneously raise the lever's 80, 
84 in the manner above referred to, the rod 
85 passes loosely through openings in the 
free ends of arms 107 (Fig. (5) which are 
fixed on a rock shaft 108 from which they 
project toward the rear of the machine. 
finger lever or key 109 is secured to the rock 
shaft 108 and projects toward the front of 
the machine. The mechanisln is normally 
held by gravity in position to feed the black 
ribbon, the corresponding position of the 
finger lever 109 being indicated by dotted 
lines in Fig. 6; but the feed mechanism may 
be connected with the red ribon by cle 
pressing said finger lever to the position 
shown in full lines in said figure. 

The motion of the 
parts under the impulse of said spring is 
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Each of the ribbons extends across the 
machine in front of the platen a little below 
the printing point, one of the ribbons be 
ing disposed in front of the other. The 
ribbons are guided into this relative dispo 
sition by two guide plates 110 (Figs. 1. 2 
and 3) which project upward from the top 
plate 3 to which they are secured by screws 
111. The red ribbon 53 sinuply passes 
through a vertical slot in a bracket 112 
formed by bending a portion of the plate 
110 toward the front of the machine. The 
black ribbon 52 passes through an oblique 
guide slot 113 in the plate 110, thence up, 
Ward to a guide slot 114 parallel to the slot 
113 and thence across the machine back of 
the red ribbon 53. 

I have provided two separate ribbon 
vibrator's or bobbers 115 and 116 for the two 
ink ribbons. Each of these vibrators, as best shown in Fig. 7, consists of a U-shaped 
piece of sheet metal having a space between 
the arms thereof, through which the type 
strikes against the paper and having ribbon 
guides bent up from its edges. The plates 
115 and 116 are each secured to a bar or 
strip 117 which extends downward through 
the top plate 3 and has a loop 118 formed at 
its lower end. A bracket 117 depending 
from the top plate has a guide slot through 
which the strips 117 extend. 
brators normally register and lie back to 
back so that the two loops 118 have their 
(pen ends facing each other as shown in 
Fig. 1, the two loops when in normal posi 
tion thus constituting practically an elon 
gated slot. When in normal position the 
bottoms of the plates 115 and 116 rest on 
the top plate 3. Into the loops 118 extends 
a pin 119 fixed to the forward end of an 
arm or lever 120 which is pivoted at 121 to 
the upper end of a vertical lever 122 which 
is mounted in ears 123 projecting from the 
frame plate 37. The lever 122 extends be 
low its support 123 and is connected by a 
link 124 with an arm 125 which extends 
downward from the rock shaft 10s. The 
construction is such that when the rock shaft 
108 is in its normal position in which the 
ribbon feed mechanism is connected up to 
feed the black ribbon, the lever 122 stands 
in such position as to hold the pin 119 in the 
loop 118 of the ribbon vibrator 115 of the 
black ribbon; but when the finger key 109 is 
depressed, said pin 119 is moved toward the 
front of the machine into the loop 11S of 
the vibrator 116 of the red ribbon. The 
lever 120 is moved up and down to vibrate 
the ribbon by a link 126 which is pivoted to 
the lever 120 at 127 intermediate the ends 
of said lever, and which is pivoted at its 
lower end in ears 128 mounted on the uni 
versal bar. The construction is such that 
when the universal bar is moved up and 
down by the keys, that ribbon vibrator 
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whose loop 118 is engaged by the pin 119 
will also be moved up and down. It will be 
perceived that the same finger piece which 
connects the feed mechanism with one or 
another of the ribbons also connects the vi 
brator operating device with the corre 
sponding vibrator. 

It will be perceived that the guide plates 
115 and 116 are independently movable into 
and out of printing position, and it will be 
understood that this movement might be 
effected by other than vibratory, key con 
trolled means. It will also be understood 
that one of the ribbons might be dispensed 
with, and the feed mechanism and vibrator 
of the other could then be thrown into or 
out of operation, so that the machine could 
be used for ordinary writing or for mimeo 
graph work. 

arious other changes in the details of 
construction and arrangement may be made 
without departing from the gist of my sev 
eral improvements. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is:- 
1. In a typewriting machine, the combi 

nation of a shaft; a ribbon spool loosely 
mounted on said shaft: a clutch connection 
between said spool and shaft; means for 
shifting said clutch; a ratchet wheel on said 
shaft adapted to operate said shifting 
means; and means for automatically con 
necting said shifting means with said ratchet 
wheel. 

2. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a shaft; a ribbon spool driven by 
said shaft; a ratchet wheel fixed on said 
shaft; and ribbon feed reversing mechanism 
including a pawl arranged to be moved into 
engagement with said ratchet wheel and to 
be operated by said ratchet wheel, and a 
shiftable device operated by said pawl. 

3. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of ribbon spools; a train of mecha 
nism for driving said spools to feed the rib 
bon; a ratchet wheel constantly connected to 
be turned by said train of mechanism; and 
automatic feed reversing mechanism includ 
ing a pawl arranged to be moved into en 
gagement with said ratchet wheel and to be 
operated by said ratchet wheel, and a shift 
able device operated by said pawl. 

4. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation with ribbon spools, of feed devices 
for operating said ribbon spools and feed 
reversing mechanism, including a member 
which is shiftable to reverse the feed; a ro 
tary toothed wheel; and means for connect 
ing said shiftable member with said toothed 
wheel on one side thereof to shift said mem 
ber in one direction and for connecting said 
shiftable member with said toothed wheel 
on the other side thereof to shift said mem 
ber in the other direction. 

5. In a typewriting machine, the combi 

nation of two spools for an ink ribbon; 
means for turning said spools to feed the 
ribbon: a member which is shiftable to re 
verse the feed of the ribbon; a toothed 
wheel constantly connected to be driven by 
said spool-turning means; and means for 
automatically connecting said shiftable 
member with said toothed wheel, whereby 
said member is shifted. 

6. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of two spools for an ink ribbon; 
lineans for turning said spools to feed the 
ribbon: a frame which is shiftable to reverse 
the feed of said ribbon; two toothed wheels 
constantly connected to be driven by said 
spool-turning means; and means for con 
necting said frame with one or the other of 
said wheels, whereby said frame is shifted 
in one direction or the other. 

7. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of means for feeding either one of a 
plurality of ink ribbons: a feed reversing 
device; and means controlled by any one of 
the ribbons for actuating said device. 

8. In an ink-ribbon mechanism, the com 
bination with separate vibrators for differ 
ent ink-ribbons, of an operating lever; a 
universal bar for actuating said lever; and 
means for connecting said lever at will with 
either vibrator to actuate the same. 

9. In an ink-ribbon mechanism, the com 
bination with separate vibrators for differ 
ent ink-ribbons, said vibrators being pro 
vided with loops, of an arm provided with a 
pin for engaging with said loops; means for 
causing said pin to engage with either loop; 
and means for actuating said arm and E. 
vibrator connected therewith. 

10. In an ink-ribbon mechanism, the com 
bination of spools for two ink-ribbons; vi. 
brators for said ribbons; means for operat 
ing either of said vibrators singly; ribbon 
driving mechanism connectible with a spool 
of either ribbon; and means for connecting 
said driving mechanism and said operating 
means with a spool and the vibrator respec 
tively of any of said ribbons. 

11. In an ink-ribbon mechanism, the com 
bination of separate sets of spools for differ 
ent ink-ribbons; independent vibrators for 
said ribbons provided with slots or loops; a 
movable arm carrying a pin and shiftable 
to engage said pin with said slots or loops 
singly; means for actuating said arm and 
the vibrator connected therewith; ribbon 
driving mechanism provided with shiftable 
members to connect said driving mechanism 
with said sets of spools singly; and means 
for shifting said pin carrying arm and shift 
able members. 

12. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of a driven shaft; two ribbon spools 
loose thereon; clutch members on said 
spools; clutch members on said shaft; a 
lever for moving, by a rocking of said lever, 
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the latter clutch member into and out of 
position for co-action with one of said spool 
clutch members; and means for shifting 
said lever bodily and the clutch members 
actuated thereby into position where the 
shaft clutch members will co-act with the 
other of said spool clutch members or not 
according to the angular position of said 
lever. 

13. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina tion of a longitudinally grooved driven 
shaft; two ribbon spools loose thereon and 
provided with clutch members; clutely en 
bers and a collar slidable along said shaft: 
a rod sliding in said groove and connecting 
said slidable clutch members and said col 
lar; a lever co-acting with said collar; and 
neans for moving said lever and its fulcrum 
and said collar bodily, whereby the slidable 
clutch member is shifted along the shaft in 
dependently of the angular motion of said 
lever. 

14. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of a driven shaft: two ribbon spools 
loosely mounted on said shaft and provided 
with clutch members: clutch members ro 
tated by and movable along the shaft: an 
element having motion about an axis and 
by such motion moving the last mentioned 
clutch members; and means for moving said 
element bodily relatively to said shaft and 
thereby further moving the last mentioned 
clutch members. 

15. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of two driven shafts; two ribbon spools 
loosely mounted on each shaft and provided 
with clutch mennbers: shiftable clutch inhem 
bers on said shafts: levers for moving said 
shiftable clutch members: means connecting 
said levers with each other: and means for 
shifting the fulcra of and the clutch mem 
bers operated by said lever's to move said 
shiftable clutch members out of position for 
co-action with the clutch members of the 
spools of one set and into position where 
they may co-act with the clutch members 
of the spools of the other set. 

16. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of a driven shaft: two ribbon spools 
loose thereon and provided with clutch 
members: a shift able clutch member on said 
shaft; a lever for moving said shiftable 
clutch member: levers mounted on said 
spools and held in by the ribbon: levers 
mounted on the frame and arranged to be 
operated individually by the said levers on 
the spools when these are released individ 
ually, and clutch mechanism operated by 
said levers on the frame, for connecting the 
clutch shifting lever with said shaft to op 
erate said shift lever. 

17. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina . 
tion of two driven shafts: two ribbon spools 
for different ribbons loosely mounted on 
each shaft and provided with clutch mem 
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bers; shiftable clutch members on said 
shafts; connected shift levers for said shift 
able clutch members: means for moving said 
shift levers bodily to connect up one ribbon 
or the other; and mechanism, controlled by 
the ribbons, for actuating said shift levers 
for connecting and disconnecting the spools 
of the ribbon in use. 

1S. In a ribbon mechanism, the connlina 
tion of spools for different ink-ribbons: in 
dependent vibrators for said ribbons for 
covering and uncovering the printing point: 
means shiftable from one to another of said 
vibrators for actuating said vibrators singly: 
neans shiftalle front one to another of the 
sets of said ribbon spools, for feeding end 
wise the ribbon in use; and lechanish for 
shifting the vibrator operating and ribbon 
feeding mechanism sinultaneously. 

ls). In a ribbon mechanism, the colnbilla 
tion of a shaft; a ratchet wheel fast thereon; 
a ribbon spool loose on said shaft; a shift 
able clutch for connecting said spool and 
shaft: a lever for opening and closing said 
clutch: a pawl connected with said lever 
and normally out of engagement with said 
ratchet; and ribbon controlled mechanism 
for moving said pawl into engagement with 
said ratchet wheel to cause said lever to be operated to close the clutch. 

20. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of two shafts: ribbon spools loose on 
said shafts: clutches for connecting said 
spools with said shafts: connected levers for 
opening and closing said clutches; and rib 
bon controlled mechanism for actuating said 
levers to reverse the travel of the ribbon. 

21. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of two shafts: ribbon spools loose on 
said shafts: clutches for connecting said 
spools with said shafts; connected devers for 
opening and closing said clutchés; ratclhet 
wheels fast on said shafts; pawls connected 
with said levers and normally disengaged 
from said ratchet wheels; and mechanism, 
controlled by the ribbon, for throwing said 
pawls into engagement with said ratchet 
wheels to actuate said levers and clutches. 

22. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of two shafts; ribbon spools loose on 
said shafts; clutches for connecting said 
spools with said shafts; connected levers for 
opening and closing said clutches; ratchet 
wheels fast on said shafts; pawls connected 
with said levers and normally disengaged 
from said ratchet wheels; other levers on 
the framework adapted to move said pawls 
into engagement with said ratchet, wheels 
to cause the operation of the clutch operat 
ing levers; and arms or levers on said spools, 
and controlled by the ribbon, for actuating 
said other levers. 

23. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina tion of two shafts; means for driving. each 
shaft in one direction only, two ribbon 
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spools on, but rotatable independently of, 
each shaft; clutch members on said spools; 
movable clutch members on and turning 
with said shafts and each adapted to engage 

5 with either or neither of the clutch members 
of the spools on the same shaft; connected 
levers for operating said movable clutch 
members, the said levers being movable on 
the franmework for shifting the movable 

, 10 clutch members from one to the other set of 
spools; means for moving said levers on the 
framework; and ribbon controlled mecha 

finism for actuating said levers in opening 
and closing the clutches. 

24. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of two shafts; means for driving each 
shaft in one direction only, two ribbon 
spools on, but rotatable independently of, 
each shaft; clutch members on said spools; 

20 movable clutch members on and turning 
with said shafts and each adapted to engage 

5 

with either or neither of the clutch members 
of the spools on the same shaft; connected 
levers for operating said movable clutch 
members, said levers being movable on the 
framework for shifting the movable clutch 
members from one to the other set of spools, 
means for so moving said levers on the 
framework; ratchet wheels fast on said 
shafts; pawls connected with said levers and 
normally disengaged from said ratchet 
wheels; and ribbon controlled means for en 
gaging said pawls with said ratchet wheels 
to operate said levers and clutches. 

25. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of two shafts; means for driving each 
shaft in one direction only, two ribbon 
spools on, but rotatable independently of, 
each shaft; clutch members on said spools; 
movable clutch members on and turning 
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with said shafts and each adapted to engage 
with either or neither of the clutch members 
of the spools on the same shaft; connected 
levers for operating said movable clutch 
members, said levers being movable on the 
framework for shifting the movable clutch 
members from one to the other set of spools; 
means for moving said levers on the frame 
work; ratchet wheels fast on said shafts; 
pawls connected with said levers and nor 
engage said pawls with said ratchet wheels; 
other levers on the framework arranged to 
engage said pawls with said ratchet wheels; 
and arms of levers on said spools, and con 
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other levers. 

26. In a front-strike typewriting machine, 
the combination of two shafts; spools for 
independent ribbons on said shafts, each of 
said shafts having a plurality of spools 
thereon, one for each ribbon; means for 
guiding one ribbon behind the other; and 
independent vibrators for said ribbons to 
cause them, singly, to cover and uncover the printing point. 
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trolled by the ribbons, for actuating said 
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27. In a front-strike typewriting machine, 
the combination of two vertical shafts; two 
ribbon spools on each shaft; standards ad 
jacent to said spools and provided with ob 
lique guides for moving one ribbon into 
position behind the other and with guides 
for that other ribbon; and independent vi 
brators for said ribbons to cause them, 
singly, to cover and uncover the printing 
point. 

28. In a ribbon mechanism, the combina 
tion of a longitudinally grooved shaft; two 
ribbon spools free to turn thereon and pro 
vided each with clutch members; movable 
clutch members on said shaft; a collar on 
said shaft; and a rod in the groove in said 
shaft connecting said collar and movable 
clutch members. 

29. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a lever geared to return the car 
riage; a toothed segment oscillated by said 
return mechanism; a shaft geared to be 
turned in one direction by said segment; rib 
bon spool shafts; and means for connecting 
said first mentioned shaft with said spool 
shafts to drive the same. 

30. In a typewriting machine, the com 
bination of a plurality of ribbons, a vibra 
tory guide for each ribbon, an actuating 
lever for said guides, means for connecting 
said lever separately to any one of said 
guides for independently vibrating the same 
toward and from the printing position, and 
means independent of said lever for sup 
porting said guides. 

31. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of two ribbous arranged one in front 
of the other adjacent to the printing point, 
independently movable vibrators for said 
ribbons, means for supporting said vibra 
tors with the ribbons, normally out of print 
ing position, and an operating device inde 
pendent of said supporting means which is 
separately connectible to either of said vi 
brators. 

32. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of two ribbon bobbers, a single lever 
for operating said bobbers, and means for 
separately engaging said bobbers with said 
lever. 

33. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of two ribbon bobbers, a single lever 
for operating said bobbers, means for sepa 
rately engaging said bobbers with said 
lever, and manually operated means for con 
trolling said engaging mechanism, 

34. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a plurality of ribbon bobbers nor 
mally registering one with the other, and 
rotatable libbon spools each comprising a 
plurality of sections arranged on a single 
shaft ind adapted for receiving, different 
ribbons for different ribbon bobbers. 

35. In a visible writing machine, the 
combination with a platen and printing in 
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for one of said ribbons being co-axial with a 
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strumentalities arranged to strike at the 
front of said platen, of two shafts, ribbon 
spools for a plurality of ink ribbons mount 
ed on said shafts, one ribbon being arranged 
above another, a plurality of ribbon vibra 
tors, one for each ribbon, the ribbons in the 
different vibrators being normally in reg 
ister, means for actuating said vibrators 
singly, and means for driving said shafts 
to impart a longitudinal feed to said rib 
bons. 

36. In a front-strike typewriting ma 
chine, the combination with a platen and 
printing instrumentalities arranged to strike 
at the front of said platen, of spools for a 
plurality of ink ribbons, arranged co-axially 
one above the other, separate vibrators for 
said ribbons normally in register, and means 
for operating said vibrators singly. 

37. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of spools for two ribbons, each spool 
'spool for the second ribbon, two vibrators 
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for said ribbons, said vibrators normally 
standing one in front of the other, and guides 
for one of said ribbons for giving to said 
ribbon a double bend to bring it into reg 
istry with the other ribbon. 

38. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of spools for two ribbons, a driving 
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means for the spools of both ribbons, mech 
anism operated by the power of said driving 
means and common to both ribbons for re 
versing the direction of feed, and means 
associated with each of said spools for 
automatically bringing said mechanism into operation. 

39. In a typewriting machine, the combi 
nation of a pair of ribbon spools, means for 
driving said spools including a vertical 
shaft for one of said spools, a vertical rock 
shaft, an arm on said rock shaft, a ribbon 
controlled device on said spool adapted, 
when the libbon is about exhausted from 
the spool, to actuate said arm, a toothed 
wheel driven by said spool-driving means, 
a pawl adapted to be moved by said rock 
shaft into engagement with said wheel, 
and means operated by said pawl for dis 
connecting one of said spools from and con 
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necting the other spool with said driving 
elS. m 
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